AKC 2020 Rally National Championship

As with so many other things this year, the 2020 AKC Rally National Championship which was to be held in June this year had to be postponed until December. Although they will not be competing this month, we should congratulate those Beaucerons and their dedicated, hard-working handlers who were invited to compete:

- **Grizzbee de la Pilgrimage CD, RN, SWN, CGC** (*Sue and Douglas Lewis*)

- **Ch Olympia Bleue Chateau Rocher RN, FDC, CGC, TKN** (*Jasmine Sanders*)

- **Niko des Barons Noirs Della Foppa CD, RI, CGC** (*Roxann Nydell*)

- **River Rim’s Out in the Moonlight BN, RI, CGCA** (*Gabriella Z. Murdock and Sidney J. Wilcox*)

- **L’Mystere Noir du Chateau Rocher RM2, RAE2, FDC, RATS, CGCA, CGCU, TKP** (*Robin J. and Ralph L. Gowen*)